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I l lustri viro, domino Philippo Sidnaeo Michael Lok civis Londinensis 

hanc chartam dedicabat: 1582. 
 

A propaganda publication intended to arouse English interest in overseas enterprise, 
including accounts of the products of America and the trade goods that would be 
suitable to the American Indians. This map is one of the last representations of the false 
Sea of Verrazanno, it is also interesting for reflecting Martin Frobisher's exploration of 
Baffin Island in 1576. Michael Lok, a London merchant who was interested in 
discovering a Northwest Passage, invested heavily in Frobisher's first journey. Because 
of the secrecy imposed by the Privy Council, only four 16th century maps contained any 
mention of lands explored by Frobisher. This map, one of the four, was created to attract 
investors to Sir Humphrey Gilbert’s plan to colonize Newfoundland and to encourage 
further search for the Northwest Passage. The most dramatic feature of the Verrazzano 
map (#347) is this vast nonexistent protuberance of the Pacific Ocean that appeared as 
the Sea of Verrazzano on maps and globes over the next sixty years.  This now famous 
western sea that bisects present-day North America has no name or inscription actually 
on the Verrazano map itself, nor is it mentioned in Giovanni’s letter to King Francis I. 
Sailing along North Carolina’s Outer Banks in 1524, Verrazano saw the sound on the 
eastern side of the isthmus and postulated that it must be the Pacific. Opposite the 
believed narrow isthmus between Mare Indicum and Mare Oceanum, at 40° N, recorded 
by Verrazzano, is the legend: 
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. . . where was found an isthmus a mile in width and about 200 long, in which, 
from the ship, was seen the oriental sea between the west and north. Which is the 
one, without doubt, which goes about the extremity of India, China and Cathay. 
We navigated along the said isthmus with the continual hope of finding some 
strait or true promontory at which the land would end toward the north in order 
to be able to penetrate to those blessed shores of Cathay … 

 
This concept was taken up by various cartographers back in Europe and, subsequently, 
a great indentation along the western coast of America starting just north of California 
was a common characteristic of many early maps of the continent. Even in the 1670s, 
when John Lederer made his famous explorations of Virginia and North Carolina, most 
colonial settlers believed that the Western Sea was only about 10 or 15 days inland from 
the coast. On latter 16th century maps such as Michael Lok’s in 1582, it is called Mare de 
Verrazana 1524. Few geographical errors so confused the minds of explorers and 
mapmakers for a century as this belief in the nearness of the Western Sea (see also #340, 
#351, #357, #367, #371, #373, #377, #418; maps by Maiollo, Sebastian Münster, Battista 
Agnes, the Ulpus Globe, the Harleran, Bailly’s Globe, the Wooden Globe, the single 
cordiform mappamundi of Finæus, Jacques Le Moyne, Dr. John Dee, Judocus Hondius, 
and Capt John Smith). 
 Wishful thinking no doubt impelled Verrazzano to place this enormous 
waterway in the middle of North America, contained on the east by the narrow isthmus 
of the Carolina Outer Banks. It must have been the same motivation that caused 
European mapmakers to accept this delineation for many years. Richard Hakluyt, 
Elizabethan propagandist and promoter of British overseas enterprise, included a map 
based on Verrazzano’s in his influential Divers Voyage, Touching Discoverie of America 
published in 1582. Sir Walter Raleigh’s colony at Roanoke was established on an island 
in Pamlico Sound presumably because it would be a strategic location on the main route 
to Cathay when the passage was discovered. 
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Map of the Western or Atlantic Ocean, showing the western coast of Europe and Africa, 
the eastern coast of North America, part of Mexico, and the Caribbean basin. 
Cartographic elements include degrees of latitude and longitude (based on a Ferro 
meridian). Includes Norembega, lands named for Queen Elizabeth, California shown as a 
peninsula, Sagunay, Hochelaga, and an island named Lok. 
	
Size:	18.5	x	13	cm	
	
Location:	John	Carter	Brown	Library,	Brown	University	


